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Becoming your True Self

 The central and most important of

Jung’s concepts

 Not a theoretical idea so much as an

orientation towards life and growth—a
“religious attitude to life”

 Requires intention, dedication and

constant practice
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 The privilege of a lifetime is to become

who you truly are.

 We could therefore translate

individuation as “coming to selfhood” or
“self-realization.”

 Individuation is the evolution of human

consciousness within each individual and
thus in humanity as a whole

 Inner Freedom:

 The aim of individuation is nothing less

than to divest the self of the false wrappings
of the persona on the one hand and the
suggestive power of primordial images on
the other - Jung
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 We become who we are meant to be—more

whole and complete

 We develop greater awareness and

connection to others

 We experience more joy and greater

meaning and purpose in life

 We follow our inner guidance

 Self Awareness:
 Who am I?
 Self Acceptance:
 I am who I am—both light and shadow
 Self Transcendence:
 I can become more than I know or realize
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 Pure Intent:

 An intention that is steady yet empty of

attachment and ego motivation

Actions do not cling to me because I am not attached
to their results - Krishna in the Bhagavad Gita
I will search for the Friend with all my passion
And all my energy, until I learn
That I don’t need to search - Rumi

 Ego Work: Resolve childhood traumas,

complexes and psychic blockages
 Shadow Work: Recognize, engage with and

integrate our dark side and projections
 Soul Work: Develop spiritual practices that

reflect our unique individuality
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 Self-exploration and reflection
 Psychotherapy
 Dream-work
 Relationship work
 Spiritual practice

 Embrace every experience with Gentle

Patient Curiosity
 Pay Attention; be Aware; take Action
 Balance Effort with Surrender
 Practice Self-compassion with Discipline
 When in doubt be Still, Quiet and Patient
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